Advisory Committee on Social Questions. **Summary of Annual Reports for 1939/40**, prepared by the Secretariat. **Traffic in Women and Children**. (C.35.M.32.1941.IV) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1941.IV.1) (23 pp.) ........................................ 1/- 0.25

Advisory Committee on Social Questions. **Summary of Annual Reports for 1939/40**, prepared by the Secretariat. **Traffic in Women and Children. Addendum**. (C.35.M.32.1941.IV. Addendum) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1941.IV.4) (23 pp.) .............. 1/- 0.25

Advisory Committee on Social Questions. **Summary of Annual Reports for 1940/41**, prepared by the Secretariat. **Traffic in Women and Children**. (C.75.M.75.1942.IV) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1942.IV.2) (32 pp.) ........................................ 1/6 0.40

Advisory Committee on Social Questions. **Summary of Annual Reports for 1941/42**, prepared by the Secretariat. **Traffic in Women and Children**. (C.33.M.33.1943.IV) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1943.IV.3) (10 pp.) ........................................ 9d. 0.20

† Advisory Committee on Social Questions. **Summary of Annual Reports for 1943/44**, prepared by the Secretariat. **Traffic in Women and Children**. (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1945.IV.2) 9d. 0.20

Advisory Committee on Social Questions. **Summary of Annual Reports for 1938/39**, drawn up by the Secretariat. **Obscene Publications**. (C.27.M.24.1940.IV) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1940.IV.2) (8 pp.) ........................................ 6d. 0.15

Advisory Committee on Social Questions. **Summary of Annual Reports for 1939/40**, prepared by the Secretariat. **Obscene Publications**. (C.73.M.70.1941.IV) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1941.IV.2) (14 pp.) ........................................ 6d. 0.15

Advisory Committee on Social Questions. **Summary of Annual Reports for 1940/41**, prepared by the Secretariat. **Circulation of and Traffic in Obscene Publications**. (C.69. M.69.1942.IV) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1942.IV.3) (7 pp.) .............. 6d. 0.15

Advisory Committee on Social Questions. **Summary of Annual Reports for 1941/42**, prepared by the Secretariat. **Circulation of and Traffic in Obscene Publications**. (C.32.M.32.1943.IV) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1943.IV.4) (4 pp.) .............. 6d. 0.15

Advisory Committee on Social Questions. **Summary of Annual Reports for 1942/43**, prepared by the Secretariat. **Circulation of and Traffic in Obscene Publications**. (C.64.M.64. 1944.IV) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1944.IV.2) (5 pp.) .............. 6d. 0.15

† In preparation.
Advisory Committee on Social Questions. Summary of Annual Reports for 1943/44, prepared by the Secretariat. Circulation of and Traffic in Obscene Publications. (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1945.IV.3) .......................................................... 6d. 0.15


Legal Questions (V).


† In preparation.


Mandates (VI.A).


Political Questions (VII).


Communications and Transit (VIII).

List of Multilateral Conventions, Agreements, etc., relating to Communications Questions. (C.53.M.53.1945.VIII) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1945.VIII.1) (38 pp.) ........................................ 2/- 0.50

Transport Problems which arose from the War of 1914-1918 and the Work of Restoration undertaken in This Field by the League of Nations. (C.29(I).M.29(I).1944.VIII) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1945.VIII.2) (52 pp.) ........................................ 2/- 0.50

Reduction of Armaments (IX).


Financial Administration of the League of Nations (X).


† In preparation.
Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs (XI).

Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs. Report to the Council on the Work of the Twenty-fifth Session, held at Geneva from May 13th to 17th, 1940. (C.125.M.114.1940.XI) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1940.XI.3) (29 pp.) 1/6 0.40

Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs. Minutes of the Twenty-fifth Session, held at Geneva from May 13th to 17th, 1940. (C.162.M.147.1940.XI) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1941.XI.1) (80 pp.) 2/6 0.60

Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs. Revised List, drawn up by the Subcommittee of Experts, of Drugs, Preparations and Proprietary Medicines coming under the Hague (1912) and Geneva (1925) Opium Conventions and the Limitation Convention (Geneva, 1931). (C.348.M.263.1939.XI) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1940.XI.1)* (149 pp.) 5/- 1.25

Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs. Annual Reports of Governments on the Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs for the Year 1938: I. Analytical Study; II. Synoptic Statistical Tables. (C.124.M.113.1940.XI) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1940.XI.2) (65 pp.) 2/6 0.60

Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs. Annual Reports of Governments on the Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs for the Year 1939: I. Analytical Study; II. Synoptic Statistical Tables. (C.76.M.76.1942.XI) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1942.XI.1) (63 pp.) 3/6 0.75

† Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs. Analytical Study of Annual Reports by Governments on the Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs for the Year 1940. (C.117.M.117.1945.XI) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1945.XI.2)

Convention of July 13th, 1931, for limiting the Manufacture and regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs. Estimated World Requirements of Dangerous Drugs in 1940. Statement issued by the Supervisory Body under Article 5. (C.379.M.292.1939.XI) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1939.XI.9) (57 pp. and Annex) 2/6 0.60

 Convention of July 13th, 1931, for limiting the Manufacture and regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs. Estimated World Requirements of Dangerous Drugs in 1941. Statement issued by the Supervisory Body under Article 5. (C.155.M.141.1940.XI) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1940.XI.4) (55 pp.) 2/6 0.60

† In preparation.
Convention of July 13th, 1931, for limiting the Manufacture and regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs.  
**Estimated World Requirements of Dangerous Drugs in 1942.** Statement issued by the Supervisory Body under Article 5.  
(C.61.M.58.1941.XI) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1941. XI.2) (38 pp.) .......  
Convention of July 13th, 1931, for limiting the Manufacture and regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs.  
**Estimated World Requirements of Dangerous Drugs in 1943.** Statement issued by the Supervisory Body under Article 5.  
(C.82.M.82.1942.XI) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1942. XI.2) (45 pp.) .......  
Convention of July 13th, 1931, for limiting the Manufacture and regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs.  
**Estimated World Requirements of Dangerous Drugs in 1944.** Statement issued by the Supervisory Body under Article 5.  
† Convention of July 13th, 1931, for limiting the Manufacture and regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs.  
**Estimated World Requirements of Dangerous Drugs in 1945.** Statement issued by the Supervisory Body under Article 5.  
(C.33.M.33.1944.XI) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1944. XI.3) (46 pp.) .......  
Permanent Central Opium Board.  
**Report to the Council on the Statistics of Narcotics for the Year 1939 and the Work of the Board during 1940.** Issued in compliance with the terms of the Geneva Opium Convention, signed on February 19th, 1925, and the Convention for limiting the Manufacture and regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs, signed at Geneva on July 13th, 1931.  
(C.157.M.143.1940.XI) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1940.XI.5) (51 pp.) .......  
Permanent Central Opium Board.  
**Report to the Council on the Statistics of Narcotics for the Year 1940 and the Work of the Board during 1941.** Issued in compliance with the terms of the Geneva Opium Convention, signed on February 19th, 1925, and the Convention for limiting the Manufacture and regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs, signed at Geneva on July 13th, 1931.  
Permanent Central Opium Board. Pre-war Production and Distribution of Narcotic Drugs and Their Raw Materials. (C.24.M.24.1944.XI) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1944.XI.1) (32 pp.) 2/- 0.50


Permanent Central Opium Board. Report to the Council on the Work of the Board issued in compliance with the terms of the Geneva Opium Convention, signed on February 19th, 1925, and the Convention for limiting the Manufacture and regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs, signed at Geneva on July 13th, 1931. (C.84.M.84.1945.XI) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1945.XI.1) (5 pp.) 6d. 0.15

International Assistance to Refugees (XII.B).


General Questions.

Brief Statement on the Activities of the League of Nations and its Organs in 1940 and 1941, submitted by the Acting Secretary-General. (C.41.M.38.1941) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1941.I) (32 pp.) ................ 1/- 0.25


Report on the Work of the League during the War, submitted to the Assembly by the Acting Secretary-General. (A.6.1946) (Ser. L.o.N. P. 1945.2) (167 pp.) ................ 2/- 0.50

* * *

SUBSCRIPTIONS

The only periodical publications at present supplied on subscription terms are:

Annual subscription, 12 numbers (bilingual edition) post free 20/- 5.00

Weekly Epidemiological Record.
Annual subscription, 52 numbers (bilingual edition) post free 25/- 6.25

Monthly List of Selected Articles.
Annual subscription (bilingual edition) . post free 20/- 5.00